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Computer Tune-Up / Renewal
VIRUS PROTECTION

Annual computer tune-ups are the best



Real-Time Scanner

way to keep your computer running fast



Passive Scanner

and virus free for years to come.

Many systems have viruses that take up

INCREASED SPEED

precious resources and should be re-



Remove Junk Files



Defragment Hard Drive



Remove Unwanted Pro-

Heat is the number one killer of computers.

grams

Annually blowing out your system and

moved and prevented.

testing all fans keeps it cool and safe.

T E S T H A R DW A R E



Test Hard Drive



Test Memory



Inspect Motherboard



Blow out and test all Fans

Keeping all software up to date, including
security patches, helps keep you safe from
information theft and viruses.
Our full computer tune-up and annual renewal tune-up

As part of our full service tune-up we test all of the major

processes are very similar. We clean up your computer

components in your computer, your hard drive being the

SOFTW ARE UPDATES

so that it runs quickly, efficiently and safely. We remove

most important. We can detect imminent drive failure



Update Common Programs

old, out of date programs not being used, free up tempo-

before it happens, allowing you to save all of your valua-



Install Windows Updates

rary internet “junk” files, old system restore points, and

ble data. Unless you have current backups, a hard drive



Verify Functionality of Auto

temporary install directories. We do a comprehensive

failure will cost you all of your photos, music, and data

Updates

scan for Viruses, Malware, Trojans, Rootkits, and scam

files. Other component failures can render your computer

ware viruses using 5 different scanners. Your computer

useless. We test all fans and blow out all the accumulated

leaves with an Active (always running and scanning) virus

dust that can be picked up over the years. Clogged or

scanner as well as a Passive (manually update and run)

malfunctioning fans cause your computer to run hot, slow

scanner to detect occasional malicious software and

down, and eventually burn out the components. These

viruses that can find their way into your computer by

can get expensive to replace. When your computer

browsing the internet or opening e-mails. The re-infection

leaves Fox Computer & Networking, it will run faster,

rate of your computer after our service becomes minimal.

smoother, and will be protected from viruses and other
malware. Additionally Windows and all other common
software will be up to date.
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